
Improving User Experience and Retention Metrics
for Slice

About Slice
Slice offers payment cards with a pre-approved credit line tailored to the needs of
students and young professionals between the ages of 18 and 29 years.

Approach

Understanding User pain points
1. Users have limited options for utilising their credit lines. They can use only Slice

credit card can be used to make payments
2. Once users have created a profile, they are unable to change or upgrade their profile

from student to salaried employee or freelance worker and so on.
3. As soon as a user registers on the app, Slice card is dispatched to their address.

They do not have a choice to opt out. Allotting card during onboarding does not instil
confidence in the user and he/she feels as if the card is forced upon them

4. All the offers are displayed at once to the user, which overwhelms them.
5. Users are unable to calculate the interest charged in case of an emergence payment

which creates a mental barrier before choosing to withdraw emergency cash from
slice card

6. Users are unaware of Spark programme



Exploring New Product Opportunities
Exploring ways to fill opportunity gaps on the platform would, in turn, result in improving
metrics

1. Tool to Split & Settle Shared Expenses
Since most of the users belong to the young populace, splitting and settling day to
day expenses is a big pain point in their lives. Slice can have an inbuilt split and
settle tool that can be used to track shared expenses between friends on a daily



basis and settle them at any time. This functionality can largely improve engagement
rate & increase Daily and monthly active users on the app.

2. E-Commerce Store
From the feedback of the college student’s who use slice card, it was observed that
most of them use the card for purchasing gadgets like smartphones, laptops,
cameras etc. Slice can start an e-commerce store(initially with limited and most
purchased gadgets) that will enable the users to purchase the gadgets from the Slice
app itself thereby increasing the profits for the company.

3. Income Manager
The 2 major user segments of Slice are college students and freelancers. Both the
user segments do not have a fixed source of income like the salaried professionals,
so to manage their income and expense, Slice can build this which will increase user
retention on the platform.

Prioritizing pain points and opportunity gaps for Slice

Opportunity score = Importance + max(importance – satisfaction,0)

S.
No

Pain Point/Opportunity Importance
0-10

User
Satisfaction

0-10

Opportunity score =
Importance +

max(importance –
satisfaction,0)

1 Limited option of utilizing
credit line

8 4 12

2 E-Commerce Store 7 8 7

3 Income Manager 5 6 5

4 No option to change Profile 8 5 11

5 No choice of opt-in for the
Slice card

8 6 10

6 Categorization in the Top
Offers section

4 8 4

7 Showing the interest
calculation while dispensing
emergency cash

6 7 6

8 More information about
Spark

7 7 7

9 Managing shared expenses 6 7 6



Based on the opportunity scoring framework, the top 3 pain points to be prioritized are:

S.No Pain Point/Opportunity Opportunity Score

1 Limited option of utilizing
credit line

12

2 Option to change Profile 11

3 No choice of opt-in for the
Slice card

10

Ideating Solutions

Addressing pain point 1
Users don’t have the freedom to choose whether they want the slice card or not, users feel
uninformed.

Solutions
1. During app install, inform the users that they will get the slice card by default. OR
2. On the landing page after the onboarding is complete, ask the user whether they

want the slice card or not. The benefits of the slice card can be shown along with
Yes/No option.

3. If the user does not opt-in for the physical slice card then the other benefits of the
card on the app can be shown to the user.

4. There can be an option for opting in for the slice card whenever the user wants.

Addressing pain point 2
Users are unable to change their profiles. Eg, if a user has signed up as a student or
freelancer, he/she is unable to switch to a salaried professional with a better credit limit.

Solution
1. An option can be given to the students to upgrade to salaried professionals or

freelancers with better credit limits and perks.
2. Slice collects information about the start and end year of college. We can use this

information to send alerts to the user about upgrading to a salaried or freelancer
profile.

Addressing pain point 3
Users have limited options for utilizing their credit lines. Only credit cards can be used to
make payments.
In India, most of the small merchants do not have card machines which restrict the usage of
slice’s credit line thereby reducing the transaction amount.



Solution
1. Slice can introduce scan & pay using credit line which will help users in paying

merchants who do not facilitate card payments.

2. Slice can introduce UPI payments similar to PhonePe, GooglePe etc. which can be
an alternate source of revenue for the company. There is a feature of emergency
cash where a user can take the money in his bank account. When the user takes the
money to his bank account, he will have an option to spend it via Slice platform itself
thereby increasing retention.

Addressing opportunity 1: E-commerce store
1. The majority of the users of Slice are college students who use their Slice card to

make an online purchase. Slice can introduce their own ecom store where users
would be able to buy things directly from Slice’s platform which will increase retention
and revenue.

2. Initially, the items can be limited to electronics such as mobile, laptops etc. as that is
what is mostly purchased by students via using Slice card.

3. The buyer-seller model for the ecom store would be beneficial at the beginning where
Slice can take commissions from the buyer. An inventory model can be applied after
gauging the response from the users.

4. Affiliate links for Flipkart and Amazon can be had instead of a full-fledged E-Com
store to increase revenue.

Addressing opportunity 2: Expense manager
1. College students and freelancers do not have a fixed source of income, Slice can

introduce an income and expense manager where users can input their incomes and
expenses. This will give a combined/wholesome experience to the users.

2. Slice can become a one-stop solution for seeking credit and managing expenses.
3. Slice will have more information about the user if they know about the spending

habits and income of the users.

Solution Prioritization

We will use the RICE framework to prioritise solutions.

R - Reach, Potential Percentage of Users
I - Impact, 0.25- Minimal ; 0.5- Low ; 1- Medium ; 2- High ; 3 - Massive
C - Confidence, Confidence on the solution: 50%- Low ; 80% - Medium ; 100%- High
E - Effort, Effort in man months : 1 for low effort items, 2 for medium effort items, 4 for high
effort items

Rice Score = (R * I * C)/E



S. No Category Possible Solutions Reach Impact Confidence Effort Rice Score

1 Slice card
option

Alerting users
before onboarding

100 0.5 50% 1 25

2 ‘Opt in' for
Slice card after

onboarding on the
home page

100 1 50% 1 50

3 Changing User
Profile

Introducing an option
to change user
profile.

65 2 80% 2 52

4 Limited options
for Credit line

utilization

Scan and Pay using
Credit Line

100 2 100% 2 100

5 Introducing
UPI

50 1 80% 2 20

6 E-Commerce
store

Launching a full
fledged

E-Commerce store.

100 2 80% 4 40

7 Introducing
affiliate links to

Amazon and Flipkart

80 1 50% 2 20

8 Expense
manager

Introducing Expense
manager

40 1 0.8 2 16

Based on RICE prioritization, we will prioritize Scan and Pay using Credit Line



Scan and Pay using Credit Line-PRD

Adding Scan and Pay using the credit line, a new touchpoint for users to pay merchants who

do not facilitate card payments.

1. Problem

Users have limited options for utilising their credit lines. They can use only Slice
credit card can be used to make payments. In India, many small merchants do not
have card machines, which restricts the usage of slice’s credit line.

2. Customer

This feature will be available for all the User profiles in Slice:

● College Student

● Freelancers

● Salaried employees

3. Impact

This feature will increase the number of touchpoints for users to use Slice. Merchants

in tier 2 and 3 cities do not have card payment options but do have a UPI QR code

payment option. Enabling this option will allow Slice customers to make payments

across a wider range of merchants.

Uses of Scan and Pay
● ~4 billion UPI transactions occur monthly (October 2021), and a massive

chunk of them is scanned and paid
● Scan and pay is one of the most preferred touchpoints of payment by college

students owing to the ease of payment
● Low infrastructure cost in enabling a QR code against buying a credit card

machine further allows a vast number of small and mid-size merchants to
have this option

Request from users: Slice play store reviews have hinted at users trying to get
a similar service

Survey findings
We recently sent out a survey to some power users of Slice(power users =
those who have used Slice app at least 8 times/ last 30 days and done at
least 2 transactions in a month)

-Ability to add Scan and Pay was counted as the 1st most requested
feature

● Focus Group Discussions (FGD)
-We did an FGD virtually on 4 campuses



-We prioritised this feature based on the pain points identified in the
FGD. The Target segment for the FGD was groups of college-going
individuals who use Slice

● Through extensive market research on customers who use Slice or any
other credit app, we concluded that Scan and Pay through credit should be a
feature on the platform
This included requests and reviews from

Play Store
Social Media requests
FGD and interviews
Survey

Competition parity
● Flexpay has enabled Scan & pay on credit line for its users where users can

pay merchants through their UPIs. They have also enabled peer to peer
payments.

● Unii Card has recently announced that they are coming up with the same
feature.

4. Goal
● Make Slice a go-to payments app for all types of payments, whether card-based or

QR based.
● Increase the overall transactions made through Slice
● Improving user retention and decreasing multi-homing to another platform

5. Team
● Marketing Team: Devising marketing strategy to raise awareness about the new

feature.

● Dev Team: Developing the new feature.

● QA Team: Doing a quality check for the new feature.

● Regulatory Team: To check if the solution is a regulatory complaint one.

6. Solution
● The Scan Now & Pay Later feature will allow the user’s to make payments to the

merchants by scanning the UPI QR code of the merchants.

● The amount will be booked against the credit line of the user.

● The billing, repayment, interest charges, late fees, and all the aspects of repayment

will remain the same. There will be no change in the repayment cycle or any

functionality related to repayment.

● The transaction should be treated in a similar manner to a credit card transaction.



Workflow:

Implementation:
● The user will scan the merchant’s QR code or select from the list of recent

merchant payments done(if any).

● The User will enter the amount, and the available credit limit will be shown to

the user on this page.

● Once the payment is made, the user will get a confirmation page that will

have the details of the transaction along with the available credit limit.

Product Requirements:

Requirement Priority

Show ‘Scan Any QR’ icon on the home page Must-Have

Scan the merchant QR code by using the viewfinder Must-Have

Show an option to enable flashlight while scanning the QR Must-Have

Show an option to read the QR from the gallery Must-Have

Display merchant name Must-Have

Input the amount to be transferred Must-Have

Check if the amount is less than the available credit limit Must-Have

Show an error message if the entered amount exceeds the Must-Have



available credit limit

Input any message to be written while transferring. Must-Have

Show available credit limit Must-Have

Show pay option Must-Have

Add a “processing your payment page” Must-Have

Show ‘Payment Successful’ if the payment is made Must-Have

Show ‘Payment Failed’ if the payment is unsuccessful Must-Have

Show the payment in the transaction history Must-Have

Have a pay again option in the transaction history Should-Have

Show recent transactions Should-Have

Have an option to share the payment receipt Should-Have

Show any past payments to the merchant Could-have

Show transaction time Could-have

Accounting Sample:
Approved slice credit limit = 10000
Spending via credit card = 1000
Available credit limit = 9000
Spending via scan&pay option = 1500
Available credit limit = 7500

Prototype:
https://www.figma.com/proto/zvxTeIl4XzaMwnTXjfSovf/Slice-Scan%26Pay?no

de-id=7%3A65&scaling=scale-down&page-id=0%3A1&starting-point-node-id=

7%3A3

Wireframes:

https://www.figma.com/proto/zvxTeIl4XzaMwnTXjfSovf/Slice-Scan%26Pay?node-id=7%3A65&scaling=scale-down&page-id=0%3A1&starting-point-node-id=7%3A3
https://www.figma.com/proto/zvxTeIl4XzaMwnTXjfSovf/Slice-Scan%26Pay?node-id=7%3A65&scaling=scale-down&page-id=0%3A1&starting-point-node-id=7%3A3
https://www.figma.com/proto/zvxTeIl4XzaMwnTXjfSovf/Slice-Scan%26Pay?node-id=7%3A65&scaling=scale-down&page-id=0%3A1&starting-point-node-id=7%3A3




7. Use cases:
● As a user, I would like to pay at a merchant by scanning the UPI QR code
● As a user, I would like to get an SMS/email confirmation of the  transaction
● As a user, I would like to see the transaction history of the payments done
● As a user, I would like to repay the outstanding amount along with the Slice card on

every billing cycle

8. Metrics:
● %Increase in Daily Transactions through Slice App (both credit card and Scan & Pay)

● Number of new merchants who received the payment through Slice platforms

● % transactions made through the new feature (scan and pay)

● % transactions made through credit card

● Customer Feedback (sentiment and rating on playstore)

9. Alternative Solution:
● Introducing UPI payments through the user’s bank



10.Risks
● Users will start using the Scan&Pay more, thereby reducing the Slice card usage
● The potential risk of cannibalising credit card
● Potential decrease in profit earned from credit card transaction fee that the merchant

pays but might get negated by the increase in the number of transactions
● Regulatory hurdles - Our competitors are already providing this offering. Need to

check with the compliance team for feasibility
● Users might use this feature to make peer to peer payments

11. FAQ

Q1. How will the repayment happen?

Ans. The repayment will happen along with the Slice card bill.

Q2. Will I get cash back on the UPI transactions?

Ans. No, as of now, cashback is only available for the usage of the Slice card.

12.Future Inclusions:
● Having a single Scan and Pay user flow for paying through credit line or current

account
● Automated payments to a merchant; Say we need to pay 50 Rs to milkmen every

day, then having an option to do that
● In build functionality to split the money among friends/group of users and settling it on

Slice itself


